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Continuous Arterial Spin Labeling Using a Local
Magnetic Field Gradient Coil
Robert Trampel,1* Toralf Mildner,1 Ute Goerke,1 Andreas Schaefer,1 Wolfgang Driesel,1
and David G. Norris2
Continuous arterial spin labeling (ASL) using a locally induced
magnetic field gradient for adiabatic inversion of spins in the
common carotid artery of human volunteers is demonstrated.
The experimental setup consisted of a helmet resonator for
imaging, a circular RF surface coil for labeling, and gradient
loops to produce a magnetic field gradient. A spin-echo (SE)
echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used for imaging. The
approach is independent of the gradients of the MR scanner.
This technology may be used if the imaging gradient system
does not produce an appropriate magnetic field gradient at the
location of the carotid artery—for example, in a head-only scanner—and is a prerequisite for the development of a system that
allows continuous labeling during the imaging experiment.
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Perfusion imaging using magnetically labeled water as an
endogenous tracer is capable of measuring cerebral blood
flow (CBF) (1– 6). Continuous arterial spin labeling (CASL)
can be achieved by RF irradiation in the presence of a
magnetic field gradient along the carotid artery, which
results in an adiabatic inversion of the flowing spins (1,7–
9). In the past, separate labeling and imaging coils were
used in animal experiments (8). A more recent development is their use in perfusion imaging in humans (9). The
use of a dedicated RF transmission coil at the neck reduces
power deposition and eliminates the need to correct for
magnetization-transfer effects, thereby enabling multislice
imaging (9). However, despite the potentially superior
characteristics of perfusion-based activation studies compared to the conventionally used blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD) contrast, they are seldom used. This is
in part due to their inherently lower sensitivity and the
longer acquisition time used. Compared with the numerous perfusion techniques available (1– 6), CASL demonstrates a high sensitivity; however, for functional imaging,
the temporal resolution is poor because of required labeling periods of several seconds prior to image acquisition.
A possible means of increasing the temporal resolution in
perfusion measurements was demonstrated by Silva et al.
(10). If labeling could also be performed during image
acquisition, the temporal resolution might be dramatically
improved, enabling steady-state, multislice functional per-
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fusion studies of the brain. This requires that the imaging
and labeling experiments occur completely independently
of each other.
In this work, independence of the labeling and imaging
gradients is achieved by means of a separate local magnetic field gradient coil for adiabatic inversion at the neck.
A locally induced magnetic field gradient combined with
separate RF coils for both labeling and imaging is a first
step toward true continuous labeling—that is, even during
image acquisition.
METHODS
All experiments were performed using a 3-T whole-body
MR scanner (Bruker Medical, Ettlingen, Germany). A
sketch of the custom-built experimental setup consisting
of the local magnetic field gradient coil (the “gradient
module”) and an RF single-loop surface coil is shown in
Fig. 1. The gradient module consisted of two loops with
four windings each. The distance between the two loops
was 7 cm. Other dimensions are given in Fig. 1. A circular
RF coil was placed within the gradient module. Because
the human common carotid artery is located at a maximum
depth of about 3 cm, a diameter of 6 cm was chosen for the
RF coil to guarantee sufficient RF power at the position of
the artery. Both the RF coil and the gradient module were
packed into an ergonomically-shaped plastic box that allowed a good fit to the neck.
The magnetic field gradient produced by the gradient
module was determined with nonlocalized proton NMR
spectroscopy using a water phantom, which consisted of
four equidistant containers along the z-axis of the gradient
module and was placed at a distance of 3 cm at the expected location of the carotid artery (Fig. 1). Due to the
presence of the gradient the spectrum consisted of four
single lines, and the gradient strength was easily obtained
from the frequency separation of the peaks and the known
distance between the water containers. The gradient module was found to generate a gradient field of about 0.5 mT
m–1 A–1. The exact magnetic field profile between the
kidney-shaped gradient loops was measured outside the
main magnetic field of the MR scanner using a pickup coil,
which was placed at a distance of 3 cm above the gradient
module (expected location of the carotid artery). An alternating current of low amplitude induced a voltage in the
pickup coil, which is linearly related to the amplitude of
the magnetic field. Figure 2 shows the variation of magnetic field strength as a function of the position of the
pickup coil. As a result, the gradient module produced a
fairly constant magnetic field gradient at the expected
location of the carotid artery.
The gradient strength needed for inversion, and the inversion efficiency ␣ were determined by measurements
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the circular RF surface coil combined with the
kidney-shaped gradient module.

with a flow phantom. It consisted of a flexible tube, a
lowered and an elevated reservoir to enable a constant
flow, a valve to adjust the flow velocity, and a pump,
which pumped the water from the lowered to the elevated
reservoir. The mean flow in the tube was adjusted to a
velocity of 40 cm s–1 to match typical conditions in the
human common carotid artery. The labeling coil (consisting of the RF surface coil and the gradient module) was
placed 3 cm above the tube. After a labeling period, which
was sufficiently long to ensure that the sampled length of
the tube was filled with labeled water, a set of 13 axial
slices (slice gap ⫽ 1.5 cm, slice thickness ⫽ 0.5 cm) was
acquired with a spin-echo (SE) EPI sequence (TE ⫽ 22 ms,
echo position at 40% of the echo train length, acquisition
bandwidth ⫽ 100 kHz) using a birdcage resonator. The
distance between the center slice and the labeling coil was
25 cm. Subsequently, an identical set of slices was acquired using the same technique but without labeling. The
magnetization ratio with and without labeling, Mz/Mz,0,
directly after passing the labeling coil was determined by

FIG. 2. Plot of the magnetic field between the two gradient loops at
a distance of 3 cm from the plane of the RF coil. The solid line is the
result of a linear fit.
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FIG. 3. Images recorded without a current in the local magnetic field
gradient coil (top row) and in the presence of the locally-induced
magnetic field gradient (middle row). The images of the top and
middle row were acquired at a distance of 25–30 cm from the center
of the gradient module. The images of the bottom row were obtained in the presence of the magnetic field gradient at a distance of
10 –15 cm from the center of the gradient module.

extrapolating a T1 fit of the course of the magnetization
ratios of the 13 slices. The inversion efficiency was then
calculated as ␣ ⫽ (1 – Mz/Mz,0)/2. Gradient strengths of
1.5–2 mT m–1 repeatedly yielded an inversion efficiency
above 90% at an RF power level of 0.4 W. No torque effects
were detected for the corresponding currents in the gradient module between 3 and 4 A. Based on the calibration
results, a gradient of 2 mT m–1 was chosen for all in vivo
experiments.
Potential image distortions due to the locally induced
magnetic field gradient were examined using a spherical
gel phantom with a diameter of 16 cm. An SE-EPI sequence (TE ⫽ 22 ms, echo position at 40% of the echo train
length, acquisition bandwidth 100 kHz) with a repetition
time (TR) of 8 s was used for imaging. The field of view
(FOV) was 19.2 cm, and the in-plane pixel size was
0.3 cm ⫻ 0.3 cm. The images were acquired using a custom-built helmet resonator (11). Thus the same parameters
were used as for the in vivo experiments. Three sets of five
axial slices (slice gap ⫽ 0.8 cm, slice thickness ⫽ 0.5 cm)
were acquired and are shown in Fig. 3. The images in the
first set were obtained in the absence of the locally-induced magnetic field gradient. In the second set, image
acquisition was performed after reshimming with the current in the gradient module switched on. For both sets of
images the center of the gradient module was placed at a
distance of 25 cm from the closest slice. The effect of the
proximity of the gradient module to the helmet resonator
can be seen in the third set of images acquired with a
minimum distance of only 10 cm between the gradient
module and the closest slice. Only the uppermost image is
undistorted. As this was positioned about 15 cm from the
center of the gradient set, separations smaller than 16 cm
were not used in subsequent in vivo experiments.
To demonstrate the feasibility of perfusion imaging, two
healthy human volunteers (26 and 33 years old) were
examined. Both gave informed written consent. For the in
vivo studies, the custom-built helmet resonator (11) was
used. Anatomical images were obtained with a T1weighted modified driven equilibrium Fourier transform
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FIG. 4. Top: Images of the signal difference between the conditions of ASL and no labeling. Bottom: T1-weighted anatomical images.

(MDEFT) sequence (12). An SE-EPI sequence with identical parameters as for the distortion tests was used for
functional imaging. Refocusing the magnetization as an SE
was favored over more conventionally used gradient-echo
EPI techniques to reduce the sensitivity to magnetic field
heterogeneities (i.e., T*2 effects). Five axial slices (slice
gap ⫽ 0.2 cm, slice thickness ⫽ 0.5 cm, FOV ⫽ 19.2 cm,
pixel size ⫽ 0.3 cm ⫻ 0.3 cm) were acquired at a distance
of about 25 cm between the center of the gradient module
and the closest slice. A total of 140 repetitions were recorded with a TR of 8 s. Each repetition included a labeling period of 4 s and a post-label delay of 2 s (13). For
control measurements, RF irradiation in the RF surface
coil was omitted during even repetitions; that is, images
with ASL and control scans without labeling were recorded in an interleaved fashion. The long TR of 8 s was
used to facilitate quantification without consideration of
residual effects from preceding spin-labeling periods in
the control data. The RF power absorption during the
labeling period was about 0.4 W. The current in the gradient module remained switched on during the whole
experiment, including shimming prior to the perfusion
experiment. The frequency of the labeling pulse was set on
resonance with respect to the magnetic field at the center
of the labeling coil. No additional detuning of the RF
surface coil was necessary during image acquisition.
RESULTS
The signal difference between the conditions of ASL and
no labeling is depicted in Fig. 4. The RF coil and gradient
module were placed over the right carotid artery of the
subject. A significant difference between the two conditions was obtained only for the right hemisphere. The
vanishing signal differences in the contralateral hemisphere indicate the absence of magnetization transfer effects, as argued previously (9). The highest sensitivity to
ASL was observed in gray matter, as indicated by comparison of the top and bottom rows of Fig. 4. The lower
sensitivity of white matter can be explained by the shorter
T1 and the lower values of the CBF compared to gray
matter. For an estimation of the sensitivity, we refer to Eq.
[3] from Ref. 13. The percentage signal change ⌬Mz/Mz,0

obtained for gray matter was between – 0.5% and –1.3%,
where ⌬Mz is the difference of the magnetization with and
without labeling, and Mz,0 is the magnetization of the
control image. This corresponds to CBF values of 50 –150
ml/min/100 g, which were obtained by use of Eq. [3] of
Ref. 13. The T1 in gray matter and arterial blood are within
10% of each other at 3 Tesla (about 1.3 s), so the transittime sensitivity was neglected (13). The brain– blood partition coefficient  was assumed to be 0.9 (14,15), and the
inversion efficiency ␣ to be 0.9. The post-label delay was
2 s.
DISCUSSION
The values of the CBF obtained with our experimental
setup are in a reasonable physiological range (16). Two
potential errors for the quantification of the CBF were
reduced by recent techniques (9,13). First, magnetization
transfer was eliminated using separate labeling and imaging coils (9). Second, the influence of the arterial transit
time was minimized by the long post-label delay (13).
The method introduced in this work utilizes two gradient loops and an RF coil, both separated from the imaging
coil. It was shown that the locally induced magnetic field
gradient does not influence the SE-EPI images, provided a
minimum distance between the gradient module and the
imaging coil is maintained. Thus, the locally-induced
magnetic field gradient should allow true continuous labeling even during image acquisition. However, two problems still need to be addressed. First, although the B1 field
at the helmet coil arising from the RF surface coil is too
small to cause magnetization transfer effects, it is still
possible that this interferes with the signal acquisition.
This was the case with our current experimental setup,
and thus image acquisition during the application of the
RF labeling pulse was not possible. Second, the gradient
fields used for imaging may overlay the local inversion
gradient, influencing the inversion efficiency. This problem has not yet been investigated. The elimination of these
effects is an area of ongoing research and was beyond the
scope of this feasibility study.
In scanners equipped solely with head-only gradient
systems, the gradient field at the neck may be inadequate
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for CASL and, hence, the realization of an independent
gradient coil may provide the only means of implementing
this technique even for resting state measurements of perfusion. Further development should minimize the size of
the gradient module and enable the use of gradient modules at both carotid arteries.
In conclusion, in vivo experiments demonstrated ASL
with a gradient module that was placed directly over the
carotid artery of two human volunteers. The method has
the potential to achieve true continuous spin labeling even
during image acquisition, and will be necessary for ASL at
the neck if the system’s own gradients cannot produce a
suitable magnetic field gradient at the carotid artery.
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